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Paul Langridge aboard his 1912 Rudge (Photo ©
David Southcott www.vintageman.zenfolio.com)

A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
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Meanwhile, looking back to the AGM last month, the hot topic of discussion was the future
of the Southern Experts Trial and there was some debate along the lines of road bikes versus
off-roaders. As I see it, the argument isn’t about trials or about funding, it’s about the lack of
club members available to take on the organisation of the event. Everyone wants this historic
and prestigious event to continue under SMCC guardianship, however, for this to happen we
need club members to come forward and volunteer their services. Some food for thought.
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Hello everyone,

Tel: 01293 771446

A few changes in the Club committee this month. After five years
as Editor, John Hodson has resigned from the role so I’ll be sole editor
from now. I’m sure we all wish him well; I for one have found him a
pleasure to work with. In addition to his editorship, John has contributed
much to the club, including numerous articles, help with new member
recruitment, attending the FBHVC's Club Expo and proof-reading The
Pioneer Book.
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Next, we welcome Andrew Leslie to the committee as Treasurer, to follow Roy Plummer’s
sterling work. Andrew is a Chartered Engineer and Member of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, and currently works as a Senior Stress Engineer on the Force India F1 car team.
Roy is still actively involved with the club, as he has taken up the new post of Vice Chairman.

Ian Young

Glorious June starts with the enjoyable ‘Rose of the Shires’ event on Sunday 1st June, based
at the attractive canal-side venue at Stoke Bruerne, near Towcester, Northants. Come and
enjoy an attractive undemanding route through rural Northamptonshire with other pre-1931
enthusiasts. The closing date for entries is 19th May, contact Ian Young at 40 Salter Street,
Berkeley, GLOS GL13 9DB or ‘phone 01453 810929.

VMCC Banbury Run Sunday 8th June at Gaydon

John Buckingham

The Club will be taking a club stand for the first time in the Avenue of Clubs at the VMCC’s
Banbury Run on Sunday 8th June. If you would like to get involved, or would like to display
your SMCC eligible machine on the club stand do contact me. The run takes place at The
Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon, Warks CV35 0BJ.

sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk
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Garden of England Run 14th July

Tony Lloyd

On Sunday 13th July we are once again running our Garden of England Run for veteran,
vintage and post-vintage motorcycles and three wheelers of any make. As with all Sunbeam
Club events the run is open to all, so no messing about remembering membership cards and
such.
We now include a Post-Vintage (1932-1940) class which has proved to be very popular
and is attracting an interesting range of machines. The event will start and finish at Headcorn
Airfield, south of Headcorn village in Kent on the A274. A new veteran and vintage friendly
route has been developed around the rural and quiet roads of Kent. It is comprehensively
marked and proved to be very popular. Marshals will be posted at key points. The course is 45
miles and fairly flat. A warm welcome is assured in the lunch stop at the Lord Raglan, near
Staplehurst, for a prepaid lunch.
Souvenir horse-brasses are awarded to all finishers, a flood and rain design was suggested
to commemorate our dreadful winter. However, as we always have good weather, something
more traditional will be handed out.
Headcorn airfield offers continuous entertainment for support crew with regular small aircraft
movement and parachuting. There is also a cafe and museum. Kent, the Garden of England,
is an interesting area for veteran and vintage riders, why not make a weekend of it. Camping
is available on-site. For an entry form and regs contact Tony Lloyd on 01737 555413 or e-mail
aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com . Entry forms are also available on The Sunbeam Club website
www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk.

We Need You! Founders Day Show Sunday 20th July

Andrew Leslie

This year's theme is vehicles made between 1914-1918 and The Sunbeam Club plans to
have a stand and we need display bikes.
If you have a bike you would like to display, we would love to have you. We have 5 free
tickets available for Club Members willing to come and display their bikes so get in touch if
you are interested.

three editions each per year.
Due to work commitments, Julie feels she has to concentrate on this and the editorship and
will consequently leave the club committee. This leaves the door open for a new committee
member. Please contact me for an informal chat.
All of you by now should know we are looking for a Club Secretary to take over from
Ian McGill, leaving him with his other responsibility of Company Secretary (legal matters),
organising the Pioneer and Graham Walker Memorial Runs.
The Club Secretary duties are organising and taking minutes at the Board meetings, four
a year, and of course the AGM, advising the dates of events to the media towards the end of
the year.
It is not an onerous job on its own, but of course computer literacy is a must. The club
cannot survive without willing volunteers and it is important to have someone in the wings this
year so as to take over from the next AGM in March 2015. Younger people in control would
also be of benefit to replace some of us, including me. So come on guys and dolls, we need
you to keep this grand old club running; chat it over with us without obligation.

Pioneer Book Sales

Thanks to sterling work done by our two sales teams at the Pioneer Run®, Claire and Steve
Emery at Epsom and Roy and Ann Plummer at Brighton, all copies were sold, leaving twelve
persons who are asking for a reprint.
Our printer, Eden River Press, is willing to have a short run selling at the same price of £25
plus P&P, availability within four or so weeks. We just need to decide on the quantity to order,
so if any additional persons wish to have a copy of the second edition, please advise me
promptly (contact details in front of club News) as there is no intention of ordering any further
copies in the future.

The Club’s 90th Anniversary

Ian McGill

Handed in on Madeira Drive 13th April, a right hand Keprotec 'Buffalo' motorcycle riding glove,
ring 01293 771446 to claim, or send the left glove so I have the pair!

Club News Editor and Club Secretary

Baz Staple

It is with regret that we have to announce that Dr John Hodson has stepped down from
his position of co-editor. However, during his time of editorship John has presided over far
reaching improvements to the Club News, particularly the introduction of colour photographs
and modernisation and improvement to the outer cover, as well as compiling interesting
articles.

Baz Staple
Apart from the anniversary lunch that
Ian is arranging, it has been suggested
that the club could repeat the run
that occurred when this club was
inaugurated in 1924, which incidentally
was repeated when the club celebrated
its 70th year, which was called The
Three Score and Ten. These two runs
were from Richmond Park to the Rio
Tea Rooms in Ripley, Surrey.

In addition to club displays, the Show will include around 300 motorcycle autojumble
pitches and around 4000 visitors over the weekend. Camping is available for Saturday; the
event takes place at Stanford Hall, near Lutterworth, Leicestershire LE17 6DH. For more
information, please contact to me at ajdleslie@gmail.com.

Lost and Found

Baz Staple

John Russell has been in touch with
the owners of the site of the Rio Tea
Rooms, since the Tea Rooms were
demolished, and they now have their C&C Autos (Ripley) which is a 4x4 sales and repair
business. The site owners, John and Anne Cornell welcome us to visit them on another
commemorative run in celebration of the club’s 90th birthday.
Here are the club 90th Birthday celebrations at
Ardingly RealClassic Show in March.
Photo © Keith Fryer www.phoenixphotos.co.uk

We therefore thank him for his enormous and fruitful contributions. Julie Diplock will now
take over as full time editor which she and John have shared for past couple of years with

It only requires someone to take up the cudgel and organise the event and route, not an
enormous task but the usual organisers of club events are well engaged in other matters and
a new person(s) on the block would be welcome and all assistance given.
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :



The Editor

(details inside front cover)

1947 Southern Trial Programme
Dear Julie,
Perusing the 1947 Programme for the Southern Trial, the forerunner of the Southern Experts,
gives a fascinating statement of what the Sunbeam MCC was, what it stood for and what was
expected of every member.
There must have been 100% turn-out of members on the day of the trial, and a large
number would have been required to attend on many other days as well, to learn the course
and to meet one another. It is quite clear that to be a member of the Sunbeam MCC was to be
a member of a disciplined force to which, when so directed, members assigned their number
one priority to obeying the direction.
When I joined the SMCC in 1950 as a London based 19 year-old with interests in
road-going bikes I was urgently pressed into the Club’s Sunday support of Club, South-East
Centre and Star Group trials. When the ‘urgent pressing’ came from Ralph Venables it was
tantamount to an order and I went! Sometimes, when Ralph knew that I would be observing
at an unfamiliar venue, he would insist that I meet him at an appointed time on the previous
Saturday morning in order to become familiar with both course and layout of all sections; a
day when Westminster Bank required me to work!
Yours Sincerely, John Russell
Future of The Southern Experts Trial
You may read elsewhere in the Club Magazine that there is to be a referendum on whether the
Club should (continue to) financially sponsor the trials side of the club's activities. This matter
was given a reasonable airing at the AGM on 1st March.

members annual membership fee. As a guide each edition of the club magazine sent to
members costs £2.26 each. If it is to be less than £400 why are we and the Committee
wasting time on a referendum when there are probably bigger issues to be attended to?
Our Treasurer, Roy Plummer who takes his task very seriously, has for several years
consistently opposed any trial related expenditure. At the AGM the Committee was
congratulated for the strong financial position that the Club is in. There is no doubt that much
of this strength is as a direct result of Roy's time as treasurer.
Some of us think that the outcome of this question may well decide if and for how long the
Club will survive. Over the years the Sunbeam Club has relinquished several activities for
which it was once highly regarded. Off Road Trials and Veteran & Vintage events are all that
remain. Whilst V & V is the interest of the majority of the Club's members, I suspect that many
of us are all too well aware that this activity could finish at the stroke of a legislators pen. What
then?
I have no quarrel with Roy, anything that he does, he does well. I am concerned however
that he may find it difficult to hang up his 'treasurer's hat' now that he has become Vice
Chairman.
What our club needs at present is for more members to be active in helping with events,
both V & V and trials; not more money in the bank. This referendum is about whether our club
may occasionally need to spare a few pounds to stay involved in an event that it first ran in
1931.
Your Choice!
Thank you, Guy Haffenden.
The Sidcup Motor Cycle Club Bike Night
All motorcyclists and motorcycle minded people are invited, together with your friends and
bikes, new, classic, vintage or competition, to Canada Heights Swanley, Kent, BR8 8DX for
the first (of many we hope) Bike Night Extravaganza on Friday 18th July from 6pm onwards.
No admission fee; food & drink available to purchase; activities and competitions are being
finalised. Owners of classic cars are also invited to bring them on the evening.
To help us plan the evening, we would appreciate a quick email on bikenight2014@yahoo.
co.uk with approximate numbers of people and bikes to expect.

Along with several other motorcycle activities that the Sunbeam Club used to be well known
for were the organising and staging of Off Road Trials including the 'Southern Experts' trial
which it first ran in 1931. From the early fifties it has shared the running of this event with
other clubs but it has always been a 'Sunbeam Club' event and has occasionally had limited
financial support from the club during that time.

Stolen in Australia

As the name implies this is a very prestigious event and some of us that are V & V
enthusiasts, not 'trials' people at all, feel that the Club should raise both its financial support
for and its profile in this event.

A plea for help from Australia, any information regarding
this complete 1914 Sunbeam / JAP 770cc V Twin engine,
engine No 46782, which was stolen in April in Australia.

The issue may well be much bigger than whether a relatively wealthy club is prepared to
spend a few hundred pounds in maintaining a presence where it has been active for the past
75+ years. Supporting this trial and keeping the name as 'ours' will not on its own save the
club, but at very little cost per member it will keep the club in an activity where it is highly
regarded. Over the previous 16 years the trials side of the club has contributed almost £4000
to the club's balance sheet. With the exception of the past two years the Southern Experts
Trial has also made a profit for this club.

If anyone hears about it being for sale or is offered it
please contact the owner direct, flattank@bigpond.com

Peter Burrell, President, Sidcup and District MCC.
Howard Burrows

If the Club needs to invest (say) £400 pa in this trial this equates to less than £1 of each
6
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In 1979 I was fifteen and looking forward to my next birthday, when I could finally take to the
road; albeit on 30mph-restricted fifty, which was likely to be a bit of a disappointment after
tearing up the sods on Dad’s 650 Tribsa scrambler for the past four years.

Mum and Dad went to their building plot I stayed at home. Claude told Dad that he had failed
to interest the National Motor Museum in his archive and asked whether I would be interested
in it. I was and I meant to visit... but of course I didn’t get around to it until it had gone on long
enough to be embarrassing. Mum and Dad finished the house and sold it; I lost contact with
Claude and later heard he had died in 1993.

Even then my passion lay in old British bikes, and not just the ‘fifties and ‘sixties models of
Dad’s era. Danger is always appealing to young men and there was something particularly
attractive about the 1920s; Boardtrack in the States, Brooklands over here. Bikes then were
already fast; they just didn’t stop and while friends dreamed of Yamaha two strokes and
Kawasaki fours, my fantasies went further back. As well as the Triumph and the Matchless
‘M’ insignia, I had painted the names of Rudge and Brough Superior on the pocket flaps of
the khaki combat jacket I wore as a coat.

Ever since, I’ve wondered if anybody rescued those photographs and memorabilia; Claude
was still well enough known to merit an obituary in the Classic Motorcycle at the time, so I
hope somebody rescued them. When lamenting this tale to Titch Allen, some years ago, he
offered some comfort by admitting that he shared my regret. Back in the 1950’s when most of
the old riders were still around, he wished he had made more time to meet and interview them.
So there is a conclusion to be drawn and I hope I have learned it since. When opportunity
arises, do it today

Meeting Claude Temple

Rick Parkington

My parents had bought a plot of land at Hythe, on the south coast, upon which to build
a house and we spent our holidays there clearing and levelling the ground. Where we
stayed for these jaunts, my principal evening entertainment was the Orbis Pictorial History
of Motorcycling, a weighty tome with a good selection of pictures from much earlier times. A
particular favourite was the OEC-Temple. Starkly effective, it’s fiercely dropped, plated bars
denied the rider the unnecessary comfort of rubber grips; not that the blown vee-twin JAP
engine beneath would give him time to consider creature comforts.
One day an elderly man wandered up the side path that adjoined out plot and passed a few
words with us. When his eye fell on the motifs of my jacket, his gimlet eye met mine and he
said:
“Brough Superior? I can tell you a bit about those. I used to race them at Brooklands...”
Taken aback I asked his name. “Claude Temple” was his reply. And in one of those moments
of glory that occur but seldom in a life, I quickly replied, “What? As in OEC-Temple-JAP!”
Mr Temple seemed as surprised as I was; after all not everyone bumps into a star-struck
teenage fan half a century after the end of their career.
Dad and I visited soon after and met Mrs Temple, who had clearly been a bright young thing
in her day with, I think, flying, motor racing and mountaineering experience in her background.
Claude showed us his photograph albums and I clearly remember Bakelite Brooklands
plaques littering the modest bungalow. He recalled the method of starting a brakeless, singlegeared Indian racer with fixed throttle and no clutch at Brooklands by bump-starting it down
test hill and then negotiating a U-turn onto the starting straight using the valve lifter; then how
at speed on the track the vibration was so bad from the un-sprung machine that the eyes
couldn’t focus. He also spoke about speed testing at Arpajon and how as you hurtled toward
it, the ‘Finish’ banner looked for all the world like it had collapsed across the road and it was
a battle of nerves to avoid backing off. And how again somewhere on the continent, his rider
had crashed on a record attempt but reaching the scene, no trace could be found of him, dead
or alive. Weeks later it turned out he had fled the scene, fearful of Temple’s reaction.
This didn’t really surprise me. Mr Temple’s likeness to Churchill (in his slimmer years) was
often remarked upon and despite being very small in stature, he had a gimlet eye of steely
grey that even in his nineties was quite forbidding. He had served at the battle of Jutland as a
young sailor and I couldn’t help reflecting on my own relative immaturity at a comparable age.
That immaturity was to be my downfall. I was too young to really appreciate what I had
found. Disappointingly Claude didn’t have any blown vee twins in his shed and although I
enjoyed listening to his stories I was moving into the age where the freedom of a motorcycle
and the outside world reduces visiting the elderly to the rear of the priority list. Soon, when
8
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The Triumph Engine

Dave Masters

Back in issue 854 I asked club members who designed the Trusty 3½ hp side valve engine?
My curiosity was fed by the proliferation of veteran period motor bicycles with engines of near
identical design, nearly all rated 3½ hp. I don’t remember anyone coming forward with a name;
my own assumption was that it must be a designer connected with Triumph Motor Cycles as
this company demonstrated the earliest examples with engines of this general configuration.
The names Bettmann and Schulte are most associated with the Triumph Cycle Co of the
1880’s and it was Mauritz Schulte who had become interested in internal combustion engines
around 1895. This interest seemed to publicly manifest itself when he asked Ixion of The
Motor Cycle to test one of the company machines over six consecutive days, running 200
miles a day. The engine being the 3hp side valve engine running on ball bearings. Schulte
wanted to demonstrate that the modern motor cycle was as reliable as the motor cars of
the time as negative press reportage of motor cycle weaknesses had been threatening the
industry. But this was 1905, Triumph had been using an engine of the same basic layout for
two years before the Ixion test rides, it had coil ignition and a capacity of 363cc or 3hp rating.
For Christmas I was given Damien Kimberley’s book ‘Coventry’s Motor Cycle Heritage’, an
interesting and brilliantly researched tome published in 2009 in connection with The British
Motor Cycle Charitable Trust and Coventry Transport Museum. Well illustrated and detailed,
the book does what it says on the cover. It may be that I have missed the reference in other
books but Damien’s history of the Triumph factory names a Mr Charles Hathaway who joined
the company in 1890 when they only produced bicycles, my first sighting. Charles Hathaway
was a Londoner and a design engineer and with Schulte’s encouragement is named as the
designer of the 3hp 363cc engine. An engine which on the face of it was outwardly little
different from many others of the time, but the use of ball bearings set it out from others,
giving smooth running with greater longevity. The engine still suffered some weakness, but not
of Hathaway’s making, metallurgy was a growing science back in 1903 and it was Schulte’s
ambition to produce a motor cycle known for its reliability. Ixion was set the task of a publicity
stunt to prove that the Triumph motor cycle could be ridden long distances on a daily basis
by a mechanically untrained rider. 1,200 miles in six days, Ixion achieved the task but from
it Schulte learned much about the weakness of soft piston rings and valves, Ixion having to
grind in valves and fit new rings most evenings after the day’s run. The result? The Trusty
Triumph!
From 1910 the Triumph engine was much imitated by other makers which included Sarolea,
Bradbury, BSA, TDC and Veloce amongst others. Triumph Motor Cycles seem to have treated
these copies as ‘imitation being the highest form of flattery’. By 1909 they were already 
April - May 2014
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making 3,000 machines a year. Triumph’s name was made; Charles Hathaway had designed
the best engine of the time.
I can’t leave it here because Ixion’s 1,200 miles over six days was well detailed in 1905, the
test was observed by Mr Douglas K Hall RRA official time keeper (Roads Record Association).
Setting out every day in six different directions from Oxford, Ixion’s trial is detailed in the newly
published biography of Ixion’s life and times, ‘The Fiery Wheel’, by Dave Masters. Yes I know,
me, but surely I am allowed a little publicity, self-publishing is tough but the result is well worth
the effort. Phone Dave on 01424 211873 if you would like to know more about this lone record
and other achievements of Ixion. The book is available at £18 + £4 postage and packing.

Tom Arter AJS Grass Track Special

Richard Mummery

I was born in Black Robin Lane Kingston, just down the road from where Tom Arter had his
family home at Cornerways. It was not until my early teens that I realised that Tom was quite
something in the motor cycling world. He and his brother ran a very successful motorcycle
dealership and large agriculture dealership selling Massey Ferguson; they also had a BMC
dealership.
Arter Bothers were AMC main dealers and Tom was very pro AJS. Over the years they
sponsored many top class road racers on 7Rs, G45s, G50s and Porcupines both short circuit
and IOM TT. Tom was also very much involved in the Barham MCC, providing some club
members with trials bikes and a grass-track bike or two displaying number 78, all AJSs of
course.
During my teenage years all my bikes came from Arters and over the years I got to know
Tom very well. I rode an ex-Arter AJS trials iron for several years. When AMC packed up, for
Tom that was the end of motor cycle dealing. Like many people of his generation he did not
like the Japanese and would not have anything to do with them. As Tom got older he gradually
began to hand the running of the remaining business over to his sons Tom and Clifford.
Clifford looking after the agriculture repair side of the business and young Tom keeping his
eye on the petrol and car sales. Most days Tom senior could be found in a little back office, it
was there I used to visit him from time to time. On one visit he asked if I would like to buy all
that was left over from the motorcycle days, it was all in one room and in a bit of a jumble. A
deal was done but Tom kept putting off the date when it could happen. It was still there when
Tom died.
After Tom’s funeral young Tom asked if I still wanted to clear the room. I did this, my what
a job, nothing had been thrown away, miles and miles of used chain, bent fork tubes, but
amongst them some nice little bits. Whilst there I spotted a rather forlorn looking AJS grass
track bike. I asked Tom about it, he said it was the Brands Hatch grass track 500cc lap record
holder, but he showed no great interest in it and said it was not for sale. I said as it had a bit of
history it should be better cared for. Each time after that I would mention the bike and grumble
him for not looking after it. This went on for several years. Then out of the blue Tom rang me
and said do you want to sort that bike out, if so come and collect it. Tom and Clifford gave me
a free hand on what to do.
About the bike, I’m sure the main frame is a pre-war 7R (AJS made a 7R in 1938 and 39)
as it has a couple of frame lugs that do not appear on other frames, also the frame number
finishes with the letter R. The front forks and wheel are late forties, the rear sub-frame has
been cut off and a very heavy and strong McCandless swinging-arm conversion fitted. A four
speed Burman gearbox is fitted and the engine is something special. The crank case and
innards appear to be a competition model 36/10, the big end and main bearings are caged
10
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roller bearings, the con rod and flywheels are polished, the cylinder barrel is from a Manx
Norton, the cylinder head and all the OHC timing gear/chain and oil pumps again look as
though they started life with the crank case, i.e. from a 36/10.
When I got the bike the petrol tank and carb were missing. The bike is now stripped; most
of the cycle parts are in good order and will only require a good clean and the odd new nut
and bolt. The engine looks as though it has run for a good number of hours with slight wear
showing on the cam lobes, the three ball races in the timing gear will be replaced. A mixture
of Castrol R and water half-filled the crank case, and has left a nasty mark across the outside
bearing surface on the big end which is hoped can be honed out. The main bearings are in
good order.
Rebuilding will soon be under way, but as this is a labour of love it will be some time before
it is up and running. If anyone has a suitable carb or any other information about this bike
please get in touch. I will keep you updated with the bike’s progress.

Club Nights at Chiddingly

Baz Staple

These are held on the 1st Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, Tel: 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142 Food is available.
Now we are in the summer riding season, Tim Penn has prepared his team to repeat last
year’s very successful club night runs from May to September starting from the Six Bells at
7.30pm. We’re grateful that he can fit this in between his busy schedule and two year stint as
VMCC President. We can also congratulate him on receiving this great honour.
For those not wishing to go out on the runs, the usual Six Bells room and hospitality is
available for chatter/natter. We just hope the summer weather will come up to expectations.
Dates are 1st May, 5th June, 3rd July, 7th August and 4th September.
February Club night report
We were fortunate to have Eric Patterson for our February club night who gave us an insight
into his record breaking rides on Utah Salt Flats on both Vincents and Brough Superiors.
Last year he came away with three records in his class and is returning this year with further
modifications to the machinery and hoping to improve on his times still further. I’m sure we all
wish him good luck and look forward to reading reports on his efforts.
March Club night
The bring and buy session was a great success. Firstly there was a good supply of unwanted
spares brought along and some lively bidding achieved some good results for the sellers, as
well as bolstering club funds with a 10% donation which helps to offset the permit costs for
the club night runs during the summer months.
I would like to thank Tim Penn for willingly being our auctioneer, bringing his

New Members



Peter Donaldson

Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:Ray Bills (Sussex)
Dorothy Brown (Oxfordshire)
David Chambers (Kent)
Judith Coote (Warwickshire)
Mr A. Elwell (Wales)
April - May 2014

Brian Empsall (Staffordshire)
Robin Frampton (Hertfordshire)
Brian Larsen (Lincolnshire)
Yvonne Larsen (Lincolnshire)
Martin Whiten (Essex)
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characteristic humour and joviality to the occasion and the assembled throng joining in with
ribald banter.

replacement will be required in March 2015. A job description is available from the Chairman
or Secretary.

We look forward to the summer season of runs with Tim in charge and hopefully he will have
sufficient leaders to volunteer and help things along.

Club Awards for 2014/15
Presidents Cup:- John Appleton & Colin Bentham, for organising the Welsh Week.

April Club night
Thanks to John Buckingham for resurrecting and putting into working order a couple of
miniature sleeve valve engines which were prototype models made by Ricardo, for whom
John worked for a number of years, to drive generators. The designs never reached
production stage and were consigned to the skip from where John rescued them.

John Grondona Cup:- Dave & Maggie Masters, for organising the Ixion Cavalcade.

Sleeve valve engines were popular at one time for aircraft engines and correct me if I’m
wrong, for the Daimler Knight. The sleeve valve principle is hard to explain in writing but
essentially a sleeve like a cylinder liner moves up and down the cylinder bore, driven by a
gear from the crankshaft and twists also to expose and cover alternately the inlet and exhaust
ports. Then there is a conventional piston running inside the hollow sleeve.
Fortunately John also brought along a couple of opened up engines which demonstrated
the principal by turning over the engine via the flywheel.
One engine was regularly run up by John and Graham and was much admired by all for
its smoothness and quietness (i.e. no tappet clatter). Despite these advantages this type
of engine fell out of favour, probably due to the necessary close tolerances and expensive
production costs. Sleeve valve engine were at one time fitted to Grindlay Peerless and OEC
Motorcycles.
Derek Frapple also brought along a very small but interesting hot air engine which was run
up by heating a glass tube with a tiny flame and spun away merrily.
We thank all concerned for a different demonstration at club night.

Annual General Meeting: 1st March 2014 at Peacock Lodge

Ian McGill

The meeting opened at 2.00pm, with Baz Staple in the Chair, unfortunately our President Mrs
Marjorie Ayers was unwell and sent her apologies. 45 members attended and 27 members
tendered their apologies for absence. The minutes of the last AGM on 2nd March 2013 had
been circulated to members together with the end of year accounts dated 31st December
2013. The Membership Secretary read names of members that had passed away during
2013, they were Bert Fidler, Paul Marsh, Alf Sandford, Brian Hugh and David Oakley.
This is intended to be a quick resume and full copy of the minutes will be sent to all members
prior to the 2015 AGM.
The minutes of the 2013 AGM were accepted as a true record and signed by the Chairman,
there were no matters arising. The Chairman’s report covered our need to increase
membership and to better advertise the club through the national media, and also to attend
events with the club marquee and exhibit machines. Three important shows to attend in 2014
are Kop Hill, Banbury & Founders Day. The Secretary’s report was published in Sunbeam
News. The meeting continued with officers’ reports, all of which were unanimously accepted
by the assembled meeting. A discussion followed regarding the future of the Southern Experts
Trial, further information in this edition of Sunbeam News. The election of officers followed, the
only change being that Roy Plummer has retired as Treasurer and Andrew Leslie was voted
in as new Treasurer, other than that as no further proposals for officers were proposed the
committee remains as at the 2013 AGM.

John Olley Cup:- Julian Swift & family for excellent work at the Garden of England
John Neave Cup:- Ian Young for organising the Rose of the Shires and The Pioneer Run®
commentary.
Len & Marjorie Savage Ladies Cup:- Pippa Bentham for Welsh Week admin work.
Trials Cup:- Chris Brown.
This was followed by a general discussion on club matters and the meeting closed at 4.30 pm.

Pioneer Run® 2014

After the disappointment of a cancelled event in 2013, we could not have had a more pleasant
day for the 2014 event.
A very good entry of 392 machines, the best entry I have had in the last ten years that I have
had the pleasure of organising the Pioneer Run®. Unfortunately 52 riders failed to make the
start for whatever reason, we all get over-excited when a new machine comes our way and
hope all will go well with the restoration, however there is always that last usually very small
part that fails to come to hand, so another would-be rider becomes a spectator.
At 5.30am, Tattenham Corner is not the best place to be, but the usual team turned out
to set up the start area, we had the help of six ACU race marshals this year and our thanks
go to them, with the hope that they will do the same in 2015. 8.00am is the start time when
the riders from the 1930 event moved off, and for some it was the 75th time, although on
different routes over the years as quiet country lanes became ‘A’ class roads or motorways.
Our event success seemed to have become our downfall when it comes to traffic congestion,
as I understand that Handcross was grid locked for some time!
In total 306 riders made it all the way to Madeira Drive in Brighton, unfortunately 34
machines failed to finish. Some due to ethanol in the fuel that tends to strip tank linings, and
we know of one rider whose bike caught fire, but was quickly extinguished. The only casualty
was Alick Burge on his 1911 Triumph who was knocked off his machine at the Burgh Heath
traffic lights by a trailer (not one of ours) and was taken to hospital, but discharged later in the
day. The Triumph was damaged, but will live to fight another day.
The Mayor of the city of Brighton & Hove, together with the Mayor of Epsom & Ewell
attended Madeira Drive and presented the event awards to riders that had been called,
unfortunately some did not appear which is a little embarrassing.
All riders were asked to kindly obtain sponsorship from family and friends in aid of Help the
Heroes charity, please send money collected direct to them at the address on the bottom of
the sponsorship form.
Many thanks go to all marshals and helpers, most of which are from associated clubs and
I am most grateful to them. We must not forget the support we receive from Bonhams, The
National Motorcycle Museum, The Classic Motor Cycle magazine and Triumph Motorcycles.
Meanwhile, some spare Pioneer starter badges are available at £3 each including p&p; also
75th run celebration cast Brasses at £7 each including p&p.



Secretary Ian McGill announced that 2014 will be his last year as secretary, so a
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Pioneer Run Award Winners
Lt Col ‘Tiny’ Ayers Memorial Trophy - Greatest combined age of rider and machine
Winner: 99 Dereck Light, 1910 A-C Sociable. Combined age: 193 years.
Runners Up: 245 Rex Light, 1914 Ixion. Combined age: 186 years.
263 Brian Moore, 1913 Sunbeam. Combined age: 183 years.
Laurie Fenton Memorial Trophy - Greatest Age difference between rider and machine
Winner: 108 Sam Bewley, 1914 Wall Autowheel. Age Difference: 82 years.
Runners Up: 135 Frederik Peschken, 1914 Wanderer. Age Difference: 80 years.
182 Luke Swift, 1912 A-C Sociable. Age Difference: 77years.

The 2014 Pioneer Run®

The weather was wonderful for the Club’s 2014 Pioneer Run® - the blue skies and sunshine
made this great event even more splendid. With nearly 400 entries, the 75th + 1 Run has
presumably been judged a success not only by the SMCC but also all those riders who took
part, not only from UK, but also Europe and as far away as San Francisco. The SMCC itself
was also well represented and I’ve included a few photos of runners and riders that caught
my eye and the camera viewfinder.
Peter Lockwood
Pictured left is Peter Lockwood from Marple, riding this 1910 250cc
Humber that had been ridden in the first Run in 1930 by W. J. Robins.
Humber first began producing motorcycles in 1902 but stopped in
1905 to concentrate on car production. Motorcycles returned in 1909
with just one model which had a 3.5hp engine with belt drive. In 1910
the rather unusual arrangement of a silencer forming part of the frame
down-tube and sprung front-forks were replaced by a normal silencer
and Druid forks; Mr Lockwood’s machine is presumably an example
of this model.

The Ladies Award to the Best Lady Rider
No. 142 Elsine Moller (from Denmark), 1914 New Hudson.
Bob Currie Memorial Trophy - For the rider with the most meritorious performance
Winner: 208 Brian Knight, 1914 James. Having suffered a puncture, Brian stuffed grass into
the damaged inner tube and continued to the finish.
The Classic Motor Cycle Trophy (Generously donated by The Classic Motor Cycle
Magazine) for the best Authentic & Un-Restored machine:
No. 167 Chris Ronalds, 1913 Hazelwood.
Dutch Horsepower Team Trophy Team of three riders, one in each class, with the greatest
combined age of riders and machines.
Winner: Sunbeam ‘B’, combined age: 537 years.
2 Dave Pittuck, 1896 Leon Bollee. Class One.
56 Alex Taylor, 1905 White & Poppe. Class Two.
166 Geoff Morris, 1911 Triumph. Class Three.
The German VTV Trophy (Generously donated by the German VTV m/c Club) for the best
newcomer.
Winner: 12 Shaun Crofton, 1899 Dechamps.
The Brian Verrall Memorial Trophy (Generously Donated by Mrs Margaret Verrall) for the
Best Three Wheeler Machine: No. 2 Dave Pittuck, 1896 Leon Bollee.
The Ray Newton Memorial Trophy (Generously Donated by Mrs Betti Newton) for the Best
‘Vee’ twin Machine: No. 338 Eric Alderson, 1914 Precision.
The Wally Lambert Memorial Trophy (Generously donated by the Lambert family) for the
Best American built machine: No. 124 William Broad, 1913 Indian.
The Pioneer Registrars Trophy (Generously donated by John Waghorn)
Winner: 388 Richard Mummery, 1913 Wilkinson.
Certificates for 40+ rides presented to: No. 190 Mike Hart, 1914 Triumph.
The Sunbeam MCC Chairman presented Engraved Pioneer Medals to The Mayor of Brighton
and Hove City Council Councillor Denise Cobb and The Mayor of Epsom and Ewell Councillor
Colin Taylor.
Total Riders Entered: 392 (Non starters: 52)

1903 Avondale
I had never come across an
Avondale before and was able to
add it to my collection so thanks
to Matt Jennings for riding this
1903, 205 cc model to Brighton for
my delectation. My well-thumbed
reference book tells me that Mr
Price, cycle dealer of Evesham,
designed this machine with its
223 cc Buchet four-stroke engine
attached to the cycle downtube.
Drive was, unsurprisingly for a
“primitive”, by direct-belt and forks
were braced. Production seems to
have been limited to 1903 only and, curiously, a marque known as Avonvale was produced in
nearby Worcester the same year but is not thought to have any connection.
1913 Indian, winner of the inaugural Wally Lambert Memorial Trophy for the Best American
built machine.
1905 White & Poppe.
Alex Taylor’s White and Poppe was the second machine to complete the Run but he had
to push it over the line, the photograph showing why this was necessary. This is a 1905
427 cc example, manufactured some three years after the marque first saw the light of day.
W&P were perhaps better known as suppliers of engines to other manufacturers and their
own motorcycle production was said to be limited, possibly to avoid annoying the paying
customers.


Started: 340 (Did not finish: 34)
Finished: 306
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At this point I need to ask a favour of you all. Whilst I was photographing the AJS (over) I
chatted with a young lady from Brighton called Sarah who was making a film about AJS. Her
family had a long involvement with the marque and, in fact, her great grandfather had won the
1920 Junior TT on one; my research shows this would have been Cyril Williams. I promised
to send her copies of my AJS photos but managed to lose the card she gave me with her e
mail address – old age and stupidity is a terrible thing. If anyone knows of contact details for
Sarah or her family would you pass them on to me via Julie Diplock?
1913 AJS v-twin belonging to John Pryme

1905 White and Poppe

1913 Indian

I make no secret of the fact that I have a thing for v-twin machines painted in primary
colours. Although William Broad’s 4 hp Indian is not of the more common, albeit that is a
relative term, v-twin variety the blue paint job and whitewall tyres are a joy to behold, pictured
above.
1912 Alldays & Onions ridden by club chairman
Baz Staple
Although Baz Staple’s 1912 Alldays & Onions with its
550 cc engine is worthy of inclusion on its own merit, I
have to confess I have also included it due to a feeling
of guilt. I had intended to buy a copy of the excellent
book “The Story of the Pioneer Run” that was on sale
but after spending hours taking photographs I got back
to the SMCC marquee to find their supply had sold
out. Will there be any at Stoke Bruerne in June?

1912 Clyno Outfit ridden by Frank Mace
I do believe that Frank Mace’s passenger
drew an admiring remark from Ian Young,
the commentator at Brighton, for her pink
crash helmet. The machine was also worthy
of favourable comment – this 750 cc Clyno
dates from 1912 and, to my untutored eye,
looked immaculate. By the time this machine
was built Clyno production had moved from
Thrapston in Northants to Wolverhampton.
If my old reference work is correct this is
a model with a 6 hp Stevens engine, belt
drive and sprung forks; the 1912 model
also had four speeds - chain drive had been
introduced the previous year.

1914 Triumph ridden by Welsh Week organiser Colin Bentham
The marque that I photographed most had to be
Triumph and it seems fair to include one; a random
choice brings us Colin Bentham’s 1914 4hp example.
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1913 Victoria ridden by club member John Grew
Let’s finish with John Grew’s 1913 4.25 hp
Victoria, not least because he has such a big
smile under that helmet. I am assuming this
is one of the Victorias built in Dennistoun,
Glasgow, between 1902 and 1928 which were
known for their excellent quality. By the time
this machine would have been built they were
using Precision engines and an Armstrong
three-speed rear hub. This latter fact is why
I assume Scottish provenance rather than
the German marque of the same name – a
close look at another picture shows the word
“Armstrong” on the gear change.

Sunbeam 1914 ridden by club member Ken Crawford

All that remains to be said is to thank
not only the SMCC for organising such an
excellent day but also all the riders who took
part. I don’t believe there is anywhere else in
the world where such an event could happen
which makes your club very, very special.
For more photos visit http://www.flickr.com/photos/cerrig_photography/sets/
The Mayor of Brighton and Hove City Cllr Denise Cobb (pictured below left) with The Wally
Lambert Memorial Trophy and Sue Brown, his daughter. A 1914 Royal Enfield ridden by club
member Sue Harris (pictured below right).
On The Run: Photos © David Southcott, for prints and more photos from previous years visit
www.vintageman.zenfolio.com

On The Run: Photos © David Southcott, for prints and more photos from previous years visit
www.vintageman.zenfolio.com
Triumph 1914 ridden by Marie Edmond
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in the bottom of the crankcases. I suppose after 100 years the original cast iron piston had
succumbed to metal fatigue, and I was grateful that the problem was spotted before too much
damage was done.

Club member Ian Hatton aboard a 1911 2¾ hp Fafnir.

Rick gallantly insisted that I take his Model F, Triumph’s 500cc fixed-engine TT model for
1914. Fitted with a reproduction Mabon clutch supplied by Pete Rosenthal, I completed the
run without too much mishap, stopping once for some clutch adjustment, once to change the
spark plug and a fair few times to restart when I managed to stall it! Once I had got used to
the clutch it performed well, and saved me from umpteen push-starts. The ducking and diving
necessary to negotiate the Brighton traffic put me in mind of my previous despatch riding
days, but the feeling of elation on passing the finish line made it all worthwhile.
Many thanks go to everyone who helped me, firstly the gallant Rick, but also Ted Finch, who
accompanied me on much of the run on his BSA. I can’t wait for next year!

Old Trick Saves The Day

Brian Knight

I have taken part in the Pioneer Run on my 1914 James since 1976, only missing a couple of
runs. This year had extra meaning as it was the 75th anniversary run, my motorcycle's 100th
birthday and 100 years since the start of WW1.
Making my usual early start from home I arrived in plenty of time for my 8.40am set off. I
signed in and then spent some time catching up with friends and fellow motorcycle riders. My
start time soon came round and I set off down the road, everything running fine.

My First Pioneer Run
Well, after last year’s
cancellation I was really
looking forward to my
first Pioneer Run this
year, albeit with some
trepidation, as it had
been many years in the
planning. However, the
Thursday before the run,
my ‘Trusty’ Triumph model
C returned from a final
test run around the block
with a rather suspicious
sound emanating from
the engine. Rick removed
the cylinder barrel, to
reveal several pieces
of the piston skirt lying
on a small ledge in the
crankcases, the rest
presumably somewhere
20

Julie Diplock

The traffic lights were magic; I got through the first and second set with no stopping, then
off down Reigate Hill, a little heavy on the brakes! Over the railway lines into the one way
system and out again into the green countryside. Sign post to Gatwick airport, nice run down,
no problems. Bike running well, under the airport bridge to the first roundabout then into the
road works.
I heard a mighty bang, stopped to check
and found rear tyre had blown out. I rode on
slowly and gently through Manor Royal to the
big roundabout, a short run along the A23
to my usual stop where my wife was waiting
with coffee and bacon rolls. I spent some time
checking the rear wheel and tyre and decided to
try and carry on.
I remembered reading in a old book on
motorcycling how you could stuff your tyre with
grass around the inner tube space, which is
what I did, finishing off with tape and plastic
ties! With renewed heart I set off again. The rest
of my journey seemed very long travelling at 5
to 10 mph, with the bike vibrating heavily and my hands and feet taking all the road shocks.
I passed all the familiar places Handcross, Plummers Plain, Cowfold and Henfield, arrived at
Pycombe and rejoined the A23. Preston Park was extremely busy, with lots of traffic then at
long last the seafront and into Madeira Drive and the finish, MADE IT!
I must say a hard ride but very memorable and overall enjoyable day.

Julie and Rick Parkington at Madeira Drive. (Photo by Sue Peschiera)

Sunbeam Club News

PS. A few days later on removing my wheel there was not a blade of grass to be seen in the
tyre! Also I had fitted a security bolt which had stopped the tyre coming off.
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Pinhard Trophy Presentation

Tony Lloyd

Winner Joe Francis Receives the trophy from Tony Lloyd. Photo © The ACU.

In 1923 significant incentives to the development of early light aircraft were announcements,
by the Under-Secretary for Air and the Daily Mail, of cash prizes to encourage the
development of small, single-seat aircraft. In the 1923 Lympne Light Aircraft Competition
over half the aircraft entered were powered by Douglas engines, presumable because of the
smooth running and good power to weight qualities of these engines. The author describes
the continued development of the Douglas and other light aircraft engines. In the 1924 Rhon
Glider and Light Aircraft Competition, in Germany, the majority of powered aircraft were again
powered by Douglas engines. Then for some years Douglas concentrated on motor cycle
manufacture only to re-enter the aero engine market in 1932 with a more modern looking
engine and later on more powerful engines.
The year 1932 was to see change, a group of London financiers bought Douglas Motors
Ltd and the company was facing liquidation. Many experienced workers, including Cyril
Pullin, left the company although not before he had designed a 40hp flat twin engine for G&J
Weir’s Autogiro. In 1933 Pullin moved to G&J Weir of Cathcart, Glasgow and soon afterwards
George Walker also made the transfer from Kingswood to Cathcart.
After joining G&J Weir, Pullin and Walker designed more powerful flat twins and also a
four-cylinder engine, these engines were used to power a range of Weir’s autogiros and also
a helicopter. Weir concluded a manufacturing agreement for the four cylinder engine with Aero
Engines Ltd, who now occupied the Douglas Motors Limited site in Kingswood.
Thorby’s book contains a chapter detailing engines produced by the competitors of
Douglas and Aero Engines Ltd, between the years 1923 and 1939. The names of some of
the competitors such as ABC, Blackburne and JA Prestwich will be familiar to motor cycle
enthusiasts.
A chapter describes the aircraft powered by Douglas, Aero Engines Limited or G&J Weir
engines; a list of over 50 aircraft is given at the end of this chapter.

Book Review

Another chapter covers auxiliary power units used for, among other things, electricity
generation, engine starting and cabin air compression.
John Hodson

Douglas Light Aero Engines from Kingswood to Cathcart by Brian Thorby
We are all familiar with the
Douglas motor cycle fitted
with the horizontally opposed
twin-cylinder engine. Fewer club
members are, I suspect, aware
that the Douglas Company’s
products also included stationary
engines, electric delivery vans,
industrial trucks and aero
engines. It is the aeronautical
activity of Douglas Motors, and
to a lesser extent G&J Weir and
Aero Engines Limited, that is the
subject of Brian Thorby’s book
under review here.

The final chapter covers surviving Douglas, Aero Engines Limited or G&J Weir engines
a very few of which are in their original airframes. The author asks “What happened to the
remaining ohv Douglas engines when their aircraft crashed?” he suggests “It appears that
some of the surplus motors gathered dust until in more recent times the vintage motorcycle
sprinting fraternity made good use of them, or their vital organs, in very rapid machines.”!
Appendices are given Appendix 1: Light Aero Engines By Douglas, Aero Engines Ltd and
G&J Weir Limited, Appendix 2: Aircraft. Comparative data on the aircraft and Appendix 3:
Glossary of Terms and Technicalities. A Bibliography, Photographic Acknowledgements,
Acknowledgements and an Index make up the final pages.
This book is well written and packed with detailed technical information. It is also
comprehensively illustrated with photographs and clear well produced drawings.
At 232 pages, Brian Thorby’s book provides a significant written contribution to the recorded
history of early aviation history. It will be of interest to and should be in the library of anyone
interested in aviation history, engineering or motorcycling.
The book can be obtained from Redcliffe Press Ltd (www.redcliffepress.co.uk) for £16.95 post
free, by order from local bookshops or from Internet booksellers. ISBN 978-1-906993-25-4.

The book contains a detailed review of the various aircraft related engine types made by
Douglas and their applications to aircraft. The work of two brilliant and innovative engineers;
Cyril G Pullin and George E Walker is also included.
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Laurie Fenton and Wooler : Part 2

Dennis Brown

To continue, later in 1914 the machine was successfully tested with a trip encompassing
Surrey, Hants and Sussex and was reported in The Motor Cycle, November 5th 1914.
However, this is not the end of the development of this 1909 machine! In 1915 the model 02
was introduced. The top end of the engine was altered to improve scavenging. This consisted
of a deflector topped piston, a new cylinder with a conventionally positioned single transfer
port to work in conjunction with the deflector piston, and the secondary atmospheric inlet
valve. A front brake was fitted for the first time. The brake was of the band operated type and
gave good retardation whilst guaranteeing not to lock the wheel.
For 1916, the volume of the induction pipe (transfer pipe) had to
be increased to reduce transfer pressure; yes, reduce transfer
pressure! This was found to improve the machines performance.
It was achieved by fitting a small canister along the transfer pipe,
which in turn changed the timing of the opening and closing of the
secondary atmospheric inlet valve. At the same time a fuel priming
tap was fitted to the can.
Just to complete this Pioneer Wooler, it has the front external
band brake from the 1921 344cc four-stroke Junior Isle of Man
TT machine. This front brake is of the type which should have
been fitted as standard to the 350cc and 500cc ohv high camshaft
The front-end of the first
machines of 1923 to 1925. Instead, the rear drum brake of the 1922
road legal Wooler.
347cc chain drive inlet over exhaust model was modified to fit from
(Photo the Hull family)
bankrupt stock. Hence all owners have complained of very poor
braking on the front. The two-stroke had the front brake in question removed for many of the
last Pioneer runs. The date of removal I do not know, but it was fitted to Jonathan Wooler's
1922 old mobile test bed, the chain driven 347cc inlet over exhaust machine. This was now
the property of John Wooler junior. But it was ridden regularly by his cousin Robert (Bob)
Spreadbrow. This old rusty machine complete with the brake in question can be seen in the
London Motorcycle Museum.

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

The very best Pioneer date that can be given to this machine with a ‘large tongue in cheek’
is 1914. The Pioneer Register contains the following entry:
Name of machine: WOOLER Year :1912 Frame number: 3 Engine number: 3
Engine: WOOLER TWO-STROKE Capacity: 344cc 2¾ h.p.

WANTED

We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com
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The model number in 1916 could have been 03. Is it just a coincidence that the engine and
frame number is 3?
John Hull’s experience of the Wooler two-stroke can be summed up by his comments:
“As a motor cycle engine, for which purpose Jonathan Wooler designed it, it was not ideal in
as much as owing to the design the reciprocating parts were of necessity heavy and at the
high engine revs required on a motor cycle made it impossible to balance satisfactorily. My
opinion is that it would have been ideal for a motor boat running at a constant speed of not
more that 1500 or perhaps 2000 R.P.M. The motor cycle was somewhat cumbersome with
an unduly long wheelbase. Wooler’s idea was to give car-comfort, which later I found to my
cost was not satisfactory on a motor cycle. The saddle was a pan-seat to emulate a car seat
and the running boards stretched forward in order that the legs could be extended car-fashion.
At first sight this may seem ideal, but as I found to my discomfort on my first M.C.C. LondonEdinburgh Trial (in which I was lucky to gain a gold medal) put excessive weight on the
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seat and was rather painful after 400 miles of it. As on a horse with stirrups the weight should
be distributed at will between the saddle and the foot support.”
Note: The London-Edinburgh Trial was completed on the later four-stroke machine. In 1919
the machine still used foot boards to place your feet on. Let the 1914/15 Wooler two-stroke
rest in peace!
A first-hand account of John Wooler from John Francis Hull in 1923, an important colleague
from 1913 to 1923

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries

“John Wooler, or to give him his true name by which he was never known Jonathan Wooler;
was in all respects a remarkable and unique man. From the above brief outline it is scarcely
surprising that as an inventor his ideas were entirely original and most unusual.”
Wooler two-stroke production took place from 1914 to 1919 in very low numbers, in between
the manufacture of munitions. Modifications continued until 1917. The last modification was
the fitting of the new first ‘Flying Banana’ tank.

1916 Wooler modified by John Hull in 1918

The original 1912 tank was
one of the most expensive
parts of the machine to make.
The first (1917/18) machine
of John Hull’s was all cream
in colour. Wooler machines
were not yellow; they only
developed that colour over
time. I think that Dulux had
the same idea with one of
their brilliant white paints over
the last 10 years. It turned to
cream over a one or two year
period. John Wooler took out
over 30 patents; fortunately
there was not one for paint.

Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR
SUNBEAM MEMBERS

The four-stroke twin and the Wooler Mule three-wheeler car had been completed before the
Armistice but they had not been announced. The motorcycle was made at Old Oak Common,
and was being sold to the public in small numbers before moving to the new factory at
Alperton.
Note on Sources
So much for Graces Guide; there are many mistakes, for example, F Aslett Coulson was not
the ex-managing director of Wooler Engineering Co; he was the sales manager. It’s like doing
without your hearing aids (I have them); you have a faint idea of the interesting topic being
covered.
The next stage is to do your own research; put in the hours now. From my own experience,
start collating as soon as possible. I have missed very important witnesses to Wooler history
by just a few years. Once it was nearly by one hour, after I had travelled 100 miles. Luck was
on my side and two months later I had unique history content.
I would like to thank Geoff Morris for his assistance with the Pioneer dates and other Wooler
snippets which gave me other leads to follow up over the last seven years.
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Members Advertisements

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free
advertising does not included business advertising.
Do mention where you saw the advert when contacting advertisers.
WANTED
Wanted Albion 2-speed gearbox with clutch - type with horizontal shafts and 2-stud top
fixing. Geoff Green 0161 654 8159 or geoffgreen@talktalk.net 04/14
Inner and outer primary chain case covers, front exhaust pipes and expansion box for a
1934 250cc Silent Superb.
John Hodson 01322 524567 (Kent) johnh587@googlemail.com 04/14
1914 Triumph model C 550cc piston, with tapered gudgeon pin.
Julie Diplock, Kent. sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk or 01797 344277 04/14
Wanted urgently, Triumph model H petrol tank fitments: petrol tap complete, priming tap
complete, oil control valve, oil pump gland nut, filler caps. Might take a complete rusted out
tank provided it has its fitments. Also, brass oil pump cylinder, has internal thread at the
bottom, external thread at the top, it is most important that these threads are in good order.
Please help, Richard Mummery (Kent) sheila.mummery@sky.com 04/14
Wanted for completion of 1913 Rover 3½hp: Rear sub frame, Sturmey three speed hub,
front forks with suspension and steering tube, petrol tank (any condition) plus other bits.
Have swaps, crankcase and flywheels.
Baz Staple (Kent) 01892 535671 jennybaz.staple@gmail.com 04/14
Villiers single or double lever carburetter as fitted to 1930's 250cc Villiers engine or a Villiers
type 3/4 or type 4/5 carburetter.
John Hodson 01322 524567 johnh587@googlemail.com 02/14
Raleigh 350cc OHV parts wanted: small bits to basket case 1925-27.
Tel Richard, 01282 612315 02/14
Brooks Veteran era B9 or B10 saddle. On behalf of friend who is building a stunning 1909
motorcycle racer, I am looking for a Brooks saddle of the 1907/09 era, specifically a Brooks
B9 or B10. If anyone can help then please get in touch: paulg@go-faster.com or 07776
140245. 02/14
A veteran motorcycle with a clutch to use on the Pioneer Run. Would like an original
unrestored bike solo or outfit single or a v-twin, could collect after the next Pioneer Run.
Tel 01257 271005 or email andrew185@btinternet.com 02/14
An early APMC badge in good condition please.
Richard Mummery 01227 751751 or sheila.mummery@sky.com 10/13

FOR SALE
1914 Triumph Type B Roadster fixed engine model, with Pioneer certificate. Engine fully
restored by Ian Jennings, very reliable.
Paul Gander (West Sussex) 07776 140245 paulg@go-faster.com . Pictures can be seen
at www.go-faster.com/1914Triumph.html 04/14
1909 Triumph TT Roadster for sale. Restored by Ian Jennings of Bradford and taken part
in the Pioneer Run and many local events. Direct-belt drive with no clutch or gears, the use
of throttle, brakes, air control and ignition levers is a 'black art' that can soon be learned
so that progress, even up difficult hills, can be maintained. I have the original crank pulley
that it came with it which gears it to about 70mph. How one then starts it, would become a
difficulty! The new owner could consider buying a replica Mabon clutch, or similar device to
replace the crankcase mounted pulley. £14,000 ono for this beautiful machine. Pictures can
be seen at http://www.go-faster.com/1909Triumph.html.
Please call between 9.00am and 9.00pm Reg Eyre (Glos) 01242-870375 04/14
White & Poppe 1905 427cc solo. Single speed. Pioneer registered. Very good history
back to 1907. Photo in Daily Mail 1927. Quick for a veteran. Finished the last 20+ Pioneer
Runs, even got a letter for going too fast last year! With most of spare engine. Second
owner since 1950. You will not find another like it. Selling because I have too many running
motorcycles. £25,000.
Alex Taylor. 01235 553574 alex.taylor574@btinternet.com 02/14
Blackburne 1930 FEB 550cc side valve engine parts. Cylinder/Valves, very good except ex
stub needs repair. C.I.Piston/G.Pin/rings excellent in bore. Drive-side crankcase. 1928/1929
Blackburne skew-gear timing cover (shield shape).
Brian Thorby 01356 622468 brithorby40@gmail.com 12/13

For Sale: Mabon Clutch
Remanufactured Mabon Clutches to suit 1914 Triumph Motorcycles
Brand new and professionally made by highly skilled engineer from a well tried
and tested design, plus some improvements on the original. Totally rust free
stainless steel construction throughout, with stainless multi-plates, modern
sealed bearings, brass and aluminium thrust washer to avoid damage to
adjustment screws. Key way taper to suit 1914 Triumph, can be machined to
suit other machines. As fitted to my 1914 Triumph 550cc, 4½hp and successfully
completed the recent Pioneer Run® to Brighton. Price £1590 each, no VAT.
For more details please contact Andrew MacLean
andrewmmaclean@gmail.com 01342 715088 West Sussex.

The Southern Experts Trial

Peter Donaldson

Apologises that this report missed the last Club News.

Blackburne ohv engine parts 1925-1927 CJ, CK, especially horizontal magneto chaincase
inner and outer with Blackburne script. Have swaps. Any Blackburne or Rex Acme items
are of interest.1920's rolling chassis or frame/forks to take Blackburne engine; Zenith, OEC,
Chater Lea. Brian Thorby 01356 622468 brithorby40@gmail.com 12/13

The Club ran the 72nd Annual Southern Expert Trial along with local host Club, Three Shires
Trials Club, on 15th December 2013 at Long Furlong Farm, Catesby, Northamptonshire. This
event was started back in 1931 by our Club and has always been one of the most important
events in the National Trials calendar. Since the 1950s it has been organised and underwritten
by our Club and the location moved around the Southern Portion of England and Wales. 
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The course is annually supplied and manned by a local Club known as the host Club. The
event is only open to Expert Grade riders and back in the days prior to 1965, the days of
British motorcycle manufactures; it was heavily contended by the Works Teams.
For the last 9 years our Club Member, Chris Mawer, has been at the helm of running this
important Trial and under Chris’s stewardship it has worked as a slick operation, aimed solely
at the province of the modern machinery and has regained much of the standing of former
years. During the time of his tenure entry figures have more than doubled.
For this event there were 87 entries, 11 were nonstarters and three retired. Thus 73 were
declared finishers in what is a real Experts only event. The winner of the Trial was Ross Danby
on 26 marks lost, runner up Sam Haslam on 31 marks lost and third place man Sam Connor
on 34 marks lost. All three men have been winners in previous years. The Solo Clubman
Experts Class was won by David Clinkard on 18 marks lost with Gavin Cooper runner up on
27 marks lost. With the well supported sidecar classes, the out and out Expert winner was
son/father team Rupert Kimber/ Chris Kimber (yes – that is the father that hangs over the side
and jumps all over the sidecar) on 12 marks lost with runner up Jon Tuck/Matt Sparkes on 14
marks lost. The Sidecar Clubman Experts Class was won by Kevin Allaway /Aaron Green on
41 marks lost and runner up Alistair Allan / Nick George on 42 marks lost.
Both the National Stewards Report to ACU Head Office at Rugby and the two-page report
in the Trials and Motor Cross News were wholesome in their praise for the Trial. The Sporting
Motorcyclist carried two pages of pictures of the Trial in their publication. Well done Chris and
all your helpers.

The Star Group Event run by Haslemere Club

John Sapsard

The Gordon Jackson Trial

Peter Donaldson

The Club ran the Gordon Jackson Trial, at Bagshot Heath North, on behalf of the Star Group
Championship on Sunday 9th February.
Weather was overcast but dry all day and temperature mild for time of year. There were 75
entries in the programme and another 21 entered on the day. With two non starters and four
retirees there were 89 riders who completed the four laps of 10 sections i.e. 40 sections. The
course was variously described by the riders as “Great”, ”A Cracker” and by Dennis Fleet,
a very experienced rider and Trials organiser who doesn’t mix his words about courses as
“Tremendous, an absolutely tremendous course, spot on”. Paul Casling was Clerk of the
Course and he had two helpers, Geoff Norris and Neville Lewis. Neil Sinclair was Secretary
of the Meeting and they all deserve a hearty “Well done” for their efforts. The observers
were Alan Smale, Monte Bryant, Brian Humphries, Peter Faull, David Hamilton Smith, Sarah
Hammond, Tony Lloyd and Thelma, Liz Sinclair and Len West, Bob Brown, Vic Hurst and
Peter Donaldson who got hearty thanks by riders and organisers for their sterling work on
what proved quite a long day.
Frank Bradshaw won the Expert Class and with it the Trial on just three marks lost with
runner up Scott Dark on 15 marks lost. The Intermediate Class went to Michael Hyden with
17 marks lost, the Novice Class to Colin Don on 10 marks lost, Sportsman Class to Derek
Cranfield with zero marks lost , Pre 67A Graham Barton seven marks lost, Pre 67B Adrian
Mountain three marks lost. The Over 40 Year Olds was won by John Dismore (four marks
lost); Over 50s John Johns (four marks lost) and the Sidecar Class to Daryl Dale/Hannah
Etherington with just five marks lost.
The Over 40’s were riding the same route as the Intermediates. It was very closely fought
with four of the nine in the Class losing less that the Intermediate Class winner.
The Sidecar Class was well supported with 11 entries of which 10 completed the Course.
Six of the outfits were also in the Sunbeam Southern Experts Trial run in Northamptonshire
in December. The winner at the Gordon Jackson Trial came fourth at the Southern Experts
and the winner of the Southern Experts, Rupert Kimber/Chris Kimber came third at Gordon
Jackson Trial! Special mention must go to the young brothers Josh Golding/Luke Golding from
Bristol who rode a combination for the very first time last year at the Gordon Jackson Trial in
very heavy rain and managed to tackle every section despite several of the sidecar Experts
retiring due to conditions. Just ten months on and they rode in the top class at the Southern
Experts and came fifth out of a field of nine, and in the Gordon Jackson Trial came fourth out
of field of ten, losing the same number of marks as the Kimber Crew but losing out on Special
Test for third place. There is a young couple to watch out for in the future.
Just a final comment, the talented Len Hutty, an entry on the day and therefore precluded
from the results, had lost zero marks on the Intermediate route astride a modern machine
instead of his normal Pre 65 mount. All day over all classes there was only one other rider on
zero marks lost. That fact and the low marks lost over the four routes through the Trial is a
tribute to the excellently planned course by Paul Casling and his two ardent helpers.

Off The Saddle
Paul Casling, winner Pre-65 class.
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Neil Sinclair, third in the twinshock class.

Sunbeam Club News

Peter Donaldson

I have to say that the Topical Humour cartoon by Rastas in the last Club News brought a grin
to my face, and was taken in good spirit by all I heard of. But, with the same mighty VMCC we
are currently sharing another problem. They have reported a slide in membership in the last
half year and at the recent AGM I have had to report a slip in our membership. In our
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case 15 members in a year and in theirs a couple of hundred plus, but the annual percentage
is similar! The slip in our membership takes us back to the high we reached 3 years ago and
of course we trust that we will be able to reverse the position and head on with our long held
ambition to top the 500 mark. Certainly if we maintain the level of reported new members
joining that we have in the last Club News and this, we stand a chance of doing so.
On the Trials front there are two reports of the two most recent Trials that we as a Club have
run. Both, as riding events, were right up to the good standard that we always endeavour to
attain and well done to the two organisers. However, one of them will be making a loss and the
other a comfortable profit, though the exact financial figures for both are not complete. This
was known in the Committee before the AGM and did not need to be aired as despite the loss
being higher this year than is average for that particular event, it had suffered with a problem
that could happen in the running of any event. No event we run can guarantee to make a
return to Club coffers when it is set up. I refer in this case to the Southern Experts Trial which
we as a Club set up over 80 years ago and have run annually every year that it has been
possible and only dropped in times of war, pestilence and extreme weather. As an event it is
part of the second rung of importance nationally in the Trials world, top is the British Experts
followed by the Northern and Southern Experts. It is an event for the very elite in the Trials
World and as such has a limited pool to draw competitors from. As long as I can remember on
the Committee it has been accepted this annual event may well make a loss. The Club runs
it for prestige purposes though we ourselves no longer have members who ride at that level.
We, the Trials members of the Club wanted an EGM to discuss a problem we have, which is
we do not currently have an organiser for the next Southern Trial in December. It was asked
that it formed part of the AGM by the Club Chairman and the problem we requested a hearing
for got hi-jacked by our excellent and sincere treasurer to make the point that this particular
event usually losses some money and obviously should be dropped. Figures branded about
gave the impression that it was serious loses, none of us had figures at our fingertips but now
have. Yes it lost money as a separate event over the years but on its own over a period of
some 17 years that loss averaged around £50 per year; the current organiser has run it for
nine years and in the first seven of those years he returned around £15 surplus per year to
the Club’s kitty. But the Southern Experts is one of several Trials we run annually and those
Trials events over the last 15 years have, including the losses from Southern Experts Trial,
still have put several thousand pounds surplus into the Club Funds. I am told that I go into too
much detail so I’ll finish at this point with we are a Club and as such we should support each
aspects of that Club, we have lost important sides to the Club in the past and now are down
to basically two interests, either could be destroyed by the legal pen, let us stick together and
be Club members, for take one brick out we do not know which one will cause the collapse!
We are faced now with a referendum that was proposed by a good hard working Club Member
who when I asked him what he thought the problem was, said, financial. As I have said above
that was not the problem that put it on the agenda and therefore that proposal was flawed!
Attended Club Night on Thursday 6th February to hear Eric Patterson talk of his attaining
several world records on the Bonneville Flats in the U.S of A. I don’t know how Baz gets
us these fabulous speakers for Club Night. You’re fantastic Baz. This Eric was described
accurately as Ascot’s answer to Burt Monro of the true life film “The World’s Fastest Indian”.
Eric started going to Bonneville several years ago and currently holds four World Records.
He is on a promise to get to ride the newest Brough Superior, I didn’t know that they were
still building “Bruffs”, but apparently so. He has the next few years mapped out to go over to
Bonneville and go for more records. He is 68 years old now. His invaluable (?) information on
riding on salt flats and what to do and what not to do, don’t touch the brakes on salt, you’ll
just get out of line and go down. Salt is not a forgiving compound to go down on. Hence they
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give you four miles to slow up on after a record attempt run. He brought a bag of Bonneville
salt from the course and I got to run it through my fingers, didn’t wash my hands for a week!
On Thursday 6th March down to The Six Bells again for a bring and buy sale. Tim Penn as
the auctioneer was a good laugh. Took three books and sold them and then spent most of
the proceeds on an electric fire for the garage. There was a terrific range of bits and bobs for
sale, and most of it went.
Mike Holloway has had his op. on the left leg and is recovering well. He is already deep into
plans to ride in the National Sammy Miller Pre ’65 Series this year to defend his run of winning
the rigid rear class. The best of luck mate. Neil Sinclair is right into riding the twin-shock class
in Trials, having been out of the scene for a year or so. Dennis Fleet is our only member on
the leader board of the Star Group being fifth in the over 50’s class, he is actually 76 this year
but don’t tell him I told you. Paul Casling did a wonderful job as Clerk of Course for our Star
Group February round, He is riding around at the Trials he fancies, and good luck to him. He
is on the leader board of the South East Centre in the over ‘50s Class. And remember he is
riding a Villiers 32A DOT, a Pre ‘65 machine up against the most modern ‘bikes.
I am completely off the saddle with my right leg. Have now seen a Consultant, been on
and had X Rays to the knee, basically problem said to be old age, but I don’t know what that
term means. Also had a MRI Scan, exciting stuck in a tube with lots of noise for 20 minutes.
Mind you not all that different to potholing I used to do though that was without the noise. No
results to that yet. So have been and observed at the Sidcup 60 and of course our Gordon
Jackson Trial. At the 60 had Paul come through three times, very relaxed rider on that DOT.
Am off this coming Wednesday to the ACU South Eastern Centre AGM and representing the
Sunbeam Club.
Young Joan, well she is younger than I am, has been sent a certificate for her sponsorship
money for Cancer Research, and that shows a truly admirable sum of £4125.00. She is very
proud of that and thanks to those in our Club that helped in attaining that figure.

“Ixion” of The Motor Cycle:

The Fiery Wheel

The First Motor Cycle Diarist
The Life and Times of
Canon Basil H Davies BA

by Dave Masters.
Containing around 200 images and 180 A4
pages. Limited print run: £18 plus £4 P&P

Order from: Dave Masters
6 Fairlight Close, Bexhill on Sea,
East Sussex TN40 2PT
01424 211873
maggirose@hotmail.com
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2014

Romney Marsh Classic Motorcycle Show & Bikejumble
10am Sunday 29th June
At Hamstreet, Nr Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD 6 miles South of the M20 Junction 10
Local Hog roast and artisanal bakery. Entry £4 adults, £3 senior citizens, kids free.
Selling your Bike? Free Display-to-Sell Bikemart area! Having a clear-out? Cheap garage

clearout stalls (not for traders) : Enquire for details.
Exhibit your pre-1990 machine for Free :
Visit www.elk-promotions.co.uk to download an entry form.

South of England
Classic SuperBike Show
th

10am Sunday 27 July
Our newest show for SuperBikes of the Seventies,
Eighties & beyond! Free entry for pre-booked
bikes – visit website for details. South of England
Showground, Ardingly, W Sussex RH17 6TL

Romney Marsh Classic Bikejumble

South of England

10am Sunday 21st Sept
Show Sunday 12th October

South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL
ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE

01797 344277

www.elk-promotions.co.uk

The Sixth Golden Era Run
Bank Holiday Monday August 25th 2014
An event for all Pre-1931 motorcycles and three-wheelers starting from the Yorkshire Air Museum, Elvington, nr York.
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Bring your Pioneer or Banbury Runner for an outing on quiet
roads in the beautiful countryside of the Vale of York and the
adjacent Wolds, finishing up with a slap-up lunch in the
NAAFI. We promise a friendly welcome with the added
attraction of a fly-past by a battle-of-Britain aircraft being
highly probable. We offer a choice of circular routes:
Flat: approximately 30 miles, suitable for even the earliest
single-speed machines and Hilly: a much more challenging
run of 60 miles for those who relish a hill or two.
Advance entry essential. Sorry, no entries on the day! Info
and entry forms from: David Town, Stable Yard, Cross Lane,
Bingley BD16 4LN
davidjtown@tiscali.co.uk or www.VMCC.net , NE Section

Visit our website: www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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Warwickshire Weekend

Kings Coughton,
Warks

Contact - Dave Masters (01424-211873)

11th May

4th Ixion Cavalcade

Bexhill on Sea,
Sussex

25th May

22nd Conyboro Run

Chiddingly, Sussex

Contact - Ian Young (01453-810929)

1st June

20th Rose of the Shires Run

Stoke Bruerne,
Northants

14th – 21st June

31st Welsh Week

Aberystwyth

5th July

Sunbeam MCC 90th Anniversary Lunch Crawley,
West Sussex

13th July

28th Garden of England Run

Headcorn, Kent

Contact - Neil Sinclair sinclairndlp@hotmail.co.uk (07885-660939)

20th July

4th Bangers and Steam

Hollycombe,
Hants

10th August

52nd Graham Walker Run

Beaulieu, Hants

30th August

12 noon Gingerbeards Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

National

31st August

10:30am Greybeards Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

National

13th September

6th September Challenge

North Yorkshire

Pre 1931

14th September

7th Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1940

28th September

Romney Marsh Rally

Romney Marsh,
Kent

Contact - Charlie Smith (07802-468109)

Contact - Colin Bentham (01761-241516)

Contact - Ian McGill acsociable1@sky.com (01293-771446)

Contact - Tony Lloyd aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com (01737-555413)

Contact - Ian McGill acsociable1@sky.com (01293-771446)
Contact - Peter Donaldson peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk (01322-332087)

Contact - Alec Thompson (01751-431478)

Organised by the North East Section of the VMCC

NBEAM
SU

9th-13th May

Contact - Jenny Staple jennybaz.staple@gmail.com (01892-535671)

Contact - Peter Donaldson peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk (01322-332087)

All Sunbeam Club members are invited to

Photo : Brian Flannery

Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.

Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club
Founded 1924

Sunbeam Club News

Contact - Marian Johnson (01255-554828)

Contact - Julie Diplock Julie_diplock@hotmail.com (01797 344277)

Closed to
Club Pre1940
Pre 1940
Pre 1940
Girder Forks
Pre 1931
Closed to
Club Pre 1940
Closed to Club
Pre 1940
Girder Forks
One, two, three
or four wheels
Pre 1940
Girder Forks

Veteran
and Flat-tank

Sunbeam MCC 90th Anniversary Lunch
& Celebration of our Presidents 90th year
Saturday 5th July
This lunch will be held at Rowfant House. Wallage Lane. Crawley. RH10 4NG.
Choice of Menu: Main Course: Steak & Guinness pie topped with short crust pastry
OR Poached Salmon with a cream sauce.
Dessert: Bramley apple & cinnamon crumble with warm custard OR Traditional Fruit trifle.
Cost £19.95 per person.
Please send your meal choice and cheques made to Sunbeam MCC Ltd ASAP to:- Ian D.McGill.
The Oaktree. 13, Victoria Road. Horley. Surrey. RH6 9BN ASAP
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The 75 plus 1 Pioneer Run 2014

Photos: Baz Staple and Julie Diplock

Four of the machines that ran in the first Pioneer Run in 1930 at the start. L to R: Peter Lockwood (1910 Humber),
Robert Hummerstone (1914 Sun-Villiers), Dan Catt (1914 Triumph) and Harry Wiles (1904 Dreadnought)

German Club The Veteranen Fahrzeug Verband e.V.
presented the SMCC with this unique memento to
commemorate 75 years of the Pioneer Run ®

